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Cable locators and detectors › 




NOYAFA › NF-826
Cable locator (NOYAFA NF-826)



nf-826 is ideal for tracing cables in walls/underground. This device can easily locate fuses and breakers on circuits or find interruptions and short-circuits in cables, for example in floor heating systems. It also easily detects live cables and traces metallic pipes.



The kit includes a transmitter and a reciever.
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Net Price: 135,00 125,00 EUR [image: ] Unit: pcs


	
                                Minimal order quantity: 1 x pcs

                          Quantity in the smallest collective package: 1 x pcs 
						  					  
	  
  
      
      x pcs      
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                          Mastech MS5902 - Circuit breaker finder and socket tester
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                          Mastech MS6818 - Cable locator
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                          Mastech MS5908C - Circuit analyzer
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                          Digital cable tracker WT25C
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                          Noyafa NF-816 - Cable locator
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      Cable locator (NOYAFA NF-826)
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                                    125,00 EUR
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      FLUKE 2042 - Cable locator(for special orders only)

 


				  				                    1 070,00 EUR
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      Mastech MS5902 - Circuit breaker finder and socket tester

 


				  				                    29,10 EUR
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      Mastech MS6818 - Cable locator

 


				  				                    172,00 EUR
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      Multifunctional detector / wall scanner (NOYAFA NF-518)

 


				  				                    27,50 EUR
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      Noyafa NF-816 - Cable locator

 


				  				                    49,50 EUR
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      Noyafa NF-825TMR - Circuit breaker finder and socket tester

 


				  				                    88,60 EUR
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                  All products' documentation is published in PDF (Portable Document Format), which requires Adobe Reader (ver. 5 and newer) software for viewing.
                    

                    You can download this software from following website: Adobe Reader

                    

Though we pay utmost attention, we cannot guarantee, that published materials are free of errors and diversities.


These lapses cannot be a basis for any legal claims.


All images placed on Atel Electronic's web sites may slightly vary from real look of current selling products.


If you have any doubts regarding information on this website please contact us (phone +48-77-4556076, e-mail cust@atel.com.pl).
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